
Is Onion present in kurkure?
Snack food has become an indispensable existence in our daily
life. The improvement of the economic level has led to the
continuous  expansion  of  the  market  for  snack  foods.
Manufacturers are constantly developing new foods to expand
the market. We also have more choices. A variety of unique
leisure Food will always attract the attention of countless
people instantly.

Kurkure is a new type of snack food. It is born in India. It
has been warmly welcomed by the public once it was launched.
Especially among Indian teenagers. Now kurkure has been spread
all over India. If you want to eat kurkure . Then there is no
problem.  Stop  looking  for  a  while.  You  can  always  find
kurkure's figure.
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The texture of kurkure is like cheese. But it tastes very
different from cheese. It is crispy and tempting. Many people
think that kurkure is not a healthy food. But it is not.
Relatively speaking, kurkure is a very healthy food. Snack
food,  the  ingredients  are  safe.  So  does  kurkure  contain
onions?

Of course there are. Kurkure is made with rice flour, corn
flour, high-quality edible vegetable oil, seasonings, spices,
salt, etc. As raw materials. In order to increase the taste of
kurkure. The manufacturer will add some onion powder during
the production process to give this taste . It will be more
abundant. So onions can be said to be an essential ingredient
when making kurkure.

But it is worth noting that kurkure is a pure vegetarian food
without  any  lard  added.  Especially  for  some  vegetarians.
Kurkure is a very suitable snack food. Although the process of
frying is carried out during the production process. Among
similar fried foods. Such as potato chips and French fries,
kurkure absorbs less oil and is healthier. Therefore, eating a
little kurkure appropriately can add to our lives. Less fun.



In addition to onions, tomatoes, lemon juice, etc. are all
necessary condiments. It can increase the taste of kurkure. At
the same time, the use of high-quality kurkure production
lines will produce more popular kurkure.

Shandong Loyal Industrial Co., Ltd. is a professional food
machinery manufacturer with a very high reputation in the
industry. Its biscuit production line, bean meat machine and
bread crumb production line are well-known internationally.
Our kurkure production line is made of food-grade stainless
steel, with reliable quality and stable performance. The PLC
control system is easy to operate. And the labor cost is low.
The most important thing is that the kurkure produced has
comprehensive nutrition and rich taste. It is well received by
the  market.  Has  reached  a  long-term  friendly  cooperative
relationship with many well-known enterprises. If you need it.
Welcome to contact us and we will serve you wholeheartedly!

Kurkure is a very healthy snack food, with onions . And other
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seasonings added to it. It tastes very unique and the market
demand continues to rise. It is very worthwhile for everyone
to try!


